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INSTALLING LIGHTUP
Installing LightUp for Revit 2015 - 2017
1. The LightUp installer is downloaded as an Autodesk Installer (.msi file)
2. Double-click on the installer and follow the instructions.
3. Launch Revit
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Entering Registration Key (Retail version only)
After installing the Retail version of LightUp, You will be prompted for your Registration Key

that was displayed on the webpage when you downloaded the LightUp Installer. You will
also have received it by email - check your spam folder if you cannot find it in your email
Inbox.
You must enter your RETAIL Registration Key to activate LightUp.
If your Registration Key is rejected, it means the installed version of LightUp does not match
your Registration Key.
1. Check carefully you are using the correct Registration Key (and not an older one) and the
version of LightUp shown in the footer of the dialog is what you expect it to be (here we
have v4.4a).

2. Ensure you have removed ALL older versions of LightUp.
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3. Check carefully you have run the correct installer. If you are unsure, login to the LightUp
website, go to Downloads and at the bottom of the page you can enter your Registration
Key to re-download the correct installer and re-run it.
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OVERVIEW
Revit is rightly famous for its power and completeness. LightUp leverages that power and
adds “realtime rendering” of your lit model right inside Revit.

You can place light sources (set IES profiles) inside your model, click a button and see how
it looks with lighting - and you can still move around smoothly to explore. Because LightUp
works inside Revit, you can instantly switch back to modelling with Revit.
Once you are happy with the lighting, you can instantly export high resolution Movies, Stills,
and Panoramas. As well as exporting your entire lit model to be played outside Revit by
others in web browsers, standalone players, Android and iPad.
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How is LightUp diﬀerent?
Before diving into LightUp, it is worth taking a few minutes to understand how it differs from
other rendering technologies, to ensure you get the most out of LightUp.
Many of the rendering solutions you may have used or heard of use “Ray tracing” to export
your model to a separate Application and compute a single still image from a particular point
of view. The time it takes to produce the output is directly related to the size of this image.
Larger images take longer, smaller images take less time.
LightUp works inside Revit to compute lighting and then allows realtime movement through
your model. The size of the movies, stills it produces have minimal effect on performance.
LightUp lights ALL your model, not just what is currently in view. This allows freeform
exploring away from your initial camera position, but it also means if you have large amounts
of “junk geometry” piled off to one side, that will also be lit - which takes more time.
Material effects such as reflections are all calculated 30 times per second (30Hz) to give
stunning results - and while they happen at breathtaking speed, they all have a “computer
cost” that is ultimately finite. Using these effects with care will ensure great performance on
not just your own computer but also on the computers of others you may share your
interactive works.
LightUp is a realtime renderer that works hard “behind-the-scenes” to optimize your model
for high performance graphics. However, the most powerful Optimizer of all, is YOU: you
can remove unwanted details, keep your model lean, avoid creating effects that are unseen
yet must be constantly calculated. Good modelling practice will always pay you back.

LightUp makes extensive use of your graphics card. Ensure you have the latest

OpenGL drivers installed by visiting your vendor’s website.
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LIGHTMAPPING
Lighting is calculated on small square “patches” that cover your entire model. The size of
these patches controls the fidelity of the lighting result.
• Fewer, larger patches are quicker to light, but result in a more blurred/soft lighting.
• More numerous, smaller patches take longer to light but capture more lighting details.
The size of these patches is called Resolution in LightUp Preferences. It can be set in the

form of a Multiplier such as “4x” or “8x” meaning “4 times the internal estimate made for this
model”, or (the preferred form) of specifying an absolute size for the patches such as
“20cm” meaning create light patches that are 20cm across.
NB LightUp will accept Metric as well as US/Imperial units for Resolution.
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Generally, you want to start with a low resolution “Test Lighting” and once you’re happy that
light is getting to where it should, you can turn Resolution up for final. A rule of thumb is to
choose a Resolution that is the size of your smallest geometry feature you wish to capture.

The following images have been produced with a special version of LightUp that
highlights the patches so you can easily see them.
Here you see setting Resolution to 50cm results in little shadow details under the table,
though you can see the sunlight coming in and a PointLight above the table illuminates the
ceiling.

Here is the same scene lit with setting Resolution to 10cm which shows the shadows now
have much more shape and the hotspot from the PointLight source on the ceiling is also
more clearly defined.
9
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Choosing Resolution
The default Resolution is “4x” because LightUp cannot know at what scale your model has
been created. However, if you are modelling “to scale”, it is better to use an absolute
distance for Resolution because it gives you precise control over lighting fidelity vs time to
light.
For interiors you should start with “25cm” Resolution and drop down to 10cm or 5cm for
final output.
For exteriors of a single building, you might start with 50cm and drop down to 20cm for
final. If the modelled site is very large - for example a city block, or multiple city blocks, you
may want to light at 1m intervals.
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VERTEX LIGHTING
Setting Resolution in LightUp Preferences controls the amount of lighting detail; each Revit
face has a virtual grid of patches laid over it for lighting. The finer the grid, the more detailed
the lighting will be - and more time it will take.
For a regular sized room, you might use Resolution of '20cm' during draft renders and
increase to '5cm' for final renders. However, there can often detail elements in your model
that are smaller than 5cm (let alone 20cm), and these will show Aliasing Effects. The lighting
grid is too large to capture the small details and increasing resolution for the entire model is
overkill.
Here's a couple of example objects that have fine detail many of which are only a few
millimeters in size. The 1 meter ruler nearby shows how small they are.

We can see a number of problems. On the
sculpture, the curves of the model are much smaller than the lighting grid, resulting in a
'faceted' / sharp edge appearance. The vase also has dark spots and irregular lighting
because the detailing is too small to be captured by the lighting grid. We could solve this by
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bumping up the Resolution, but in a larger context, this may not be practical. To the rescue
is VertexLit mode for Groups and Components.
Select a Group or Component and in Revit Properties->Other, check VertexLit. LightUp now
uses the vertices of your model for lighting rather than overlaying lighting grid which for
highly detailed meshes will often give a better result.
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LIGHTING OVERVIEW
All light has a Source from which it comes, be it the Sun, a light bulb or a flame. This light
bounces off surfaces, being filtered along its way both by the surfaces and the medium
through which it travels and ultimate reaches our eyes from which we perceive what is in
front of us (or a camera captures the image).
Because light has a source from which it comes, it has a Direction and each time the light
bounces on a surface that Direction is changed and some of the light energy is absorbed.
Modelling this complex process in its entirety is something that is currently beyond our
technology - though there are simplified models of this process that have been
implemented.
In the limit, for any surface, light contributions are arriving
from all directions due to repeated bouncing of light around
the model. Rather than emulate this lengthy process, we
model lighting in LightUp as having two parts: Direct and
non-direct lighting. Non-direct lighting being light that has
bounced so much as to be “without direction” - often called

Object Surface

“Ambient lighting”. Whereas Direct light arrives at a surface
in the direction of the source of that light.

Sources of Direct Lighting
The following are sources of Direct light used to illuminate each surface in your model.
Sunlight The simplest light source is the Revit Sun
which you can position by using the Revit Sun
Settings dialog and changing the time of day and/or
the date in the year.
Sunlight is effectively pure white (equal amounts of
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all colors of the rainbow) when it arrives at planet Earth, however as it travels through the
atmosphere down to the ground, particles in the air absorb more of the high frequencies
resulting in sunlight becoming more red (less blue) the more atmosphere is passes through.
When the Sun is viewed near the horizon it is passing through more atmosphere before it
reaches us than at midday when it is directly overhead, which leads to sunset skies being
more red than at midday.
The amount of absorption of blue light is a function of Turbidity (sometimes known as a
“Clearness Index”) and this can be adjusted in LightUp Preferences.
LightUp implements a Perez Physical sky with a CIE clear sky model1.
PointLights Sources of light can also be placed in your model represented as a Revit
Lighting Fixtures. LightUp supports:
- IES Profiles
- Light Loss Factor (LLF)
- Light Temperature
- Light Power

Non-direct Lighting
Directionless lighting is a result of light bouncing around your model until it becomes uniform
in all directions (Ambient) and forms the second part of the lighting provided by LightUp.
For every part of your model, LightUp calculates how easily light can reach that position
(known as how “occluded” it is) as well as how light will have been filtered from surrounding
surfaces to arrive and uses this value to scale the amount of directionless light it receives.
This gives an Ambient Occlusion (AO) lighting effect with realistic color bleeding such that a

1CIE

clear sky model refs
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bright red surface will tend to color
surfaces nearby (notice the white
back wall and ceiling) and also tight
corners and crevices get less light.

Combining Direct and Nondirect Lighting
LightUp allows you to cache the
Direct and Non-Direct lighting
calculations separately and combine
them to get the look you want. Its
usually best to begin with getting the
direct lighting rigged the way you
want, then bring in the Ambient Occlusion (AO) which typically takes longer to calculate than
Direct.
The default Combine rule for AO and Direct lighting is Screen which will favour direct lighting
over AO in brighter areas of your model. However, you can experiment with other Combine
modes in Preferences to get the look you want.
The diagram below shows how AO lighting is combine with Direct lighting to create the final
image in LightUp’s rendering. Remember these lighting elements are cached so as long as
you don’t change parameters that would alter the output, they will be fast to recreate.
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Ambient Occlusion

+

Direct Lighting

Combine using
Screen

Final Image

LIGHTUP TOOLBAR
The LightUp Toolbar is comprised of 4 buttons which are (from left to
right) Preferences, QueryTool, TourTool and Capture
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PREFERENCES
The LightUp Preferences dialog has a Beginner and Advanced form and is broken into 3
panels, Quality, Lighting and Viewing.
The Beginner form hides many LightUp controls and focusses on getting you up and
rendering quickly. The Advanced form exposes all the parameters for you to tweak and
control. NB Though you can achieve advanced rendering effects in this mode, it is not
complex to use and you should be aiming to use Advanced mode as soon as you can.

Choose a Preset
render style.

Slider controls lighting
fidelity. Render Button
performs lighting and
starts TourTool.

Choose to use Revit
Sun for lighting, click
button to Add Light.

Draw an outline
around faces with
thickness slider.

Set a backdrop to use
for your rendering

The Advanced Preference dialog exposes all the parameters for maximum control, so we’ll
take it section by section.
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Dialogs can be scrolled using the mouse wheel or mouse dragging on the
background to reveal controls further down.
If you want to see the entire Dialog all the time, use the Settings menu.
First off, Quality section
Size of lighting
patches to light model
controls sharpness of
results.

Process both front
and back sides of
Revit faces
Just process the
current Revit
Selection, not entire
model.

Turn on Draft lighting
of just what is
currently in camera
view. Easy to quickly
check lighting at low
quality.

LightUp avoids
recalculation where it
can. However, you
can force
recalculation here

"
IMPORTANT: By default, the Increment Render toggle is ON. In this mode, when you
start Tourtool, LightUp starts immediately allowing realtime navigation but only lights
what is in view.
This means rather than always having to light the whole model, you can move to a
location of interest, stop moving and LightUp will do a quick “test lighting” rendering of
what is in front of the camera. You can change all lighting parameters in Preferences
and the view will immediately update without restarting TourTool.
If you wish to edit PointLights, press F5 (on Macintosh hold ‘fn’ down too) and you’ll
get small Interaction Controllers for each light. Drag them to move the light source to
a new position, double clicl to edit the PointLight parameters.
See video for a demonstration: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GVcZsiwdMD0
The new “test lighting” mode makes tweaking and refining your lighting very fast and
easy.
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If you prefer to having the test lighting mode OFF by default, change it in the Settings
menu.
The next Preferences section is Lighting
Realtime control of
lighting intensity. Try
it!

Use sunlight based on
Revit Sun position.
Checking Realtime
enables animating the
Sun position.

Sunlight Multiplier and
Turbidity control the
color and power of
the sunlight.
Realtime constant
ambient color added
to realtime sunlight.

Blend between Bright
and Dark colors
based on AO

See section below on
Ambient Occlusion

How much AO to
blend in. Changing
this does not require
recalculation
"

Ambient Occlusion
AO is calculated by sending out many rays in a hemisphere above the surface to determine
if anything is ‘hit’ along that path - by tracking how many rays hit something or escape we
can determine how much occlusion for a surface. For a closed Interior model, every one of
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these test rays would hit something resulting in a pitch black interior so AO lighting provides
a “Cutoff” distance beyond which searching stops. The Presets provided by LightUp are:
Interior which stops after searching 10% of the size of the model
Exterior which does not stop searching early
Custom which stops after the given distance (default 3m).
By stopping the search early, the Interior preset allows for some variation of shading even
for closed models.
Notice the drop-down menu chooses how the AO is mapped to shading color (default
Linear)

Linear
The AO result is used to blend linearly between the current Bright & Dark colors.

Normal
The surface normal is used to blend between the current Bright & Dark colors and this
is scaled by the AO result.

IBL
The surface normal is used to lookup the HDR color in an image (so called Image
Based Lighting or IBL) and this is scaled by the AO result. This technique gives
lighting which exactly matches the skybox backdrop for very natural looking results.
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The last panel is Viewing and is used during TourTool realtime navigation.
Render lighting
without Materials.
Draw an outline around
faces with thickness slider.
Color is from your current
SU Style.

Maximum speed of
camera motion. For
large models you
may need to adjust
this.
Keep camera
horizontal

Overlay safezone for
diﬀerent aspect
ratios to ensure you
capture everything
you need.

Set a Backdrop

Overlay IES
photometric profiles
"

Backdrops and Skybox
LightUp Preferences supports adding a backdrop to your model to give it context and
realism. LightUp supports a number of common formats for backdrops and can be
changed at any time to see they effect:
1. Sets of 6 images that form a closed box around the model - a so called “Skybox”. These
6 images will typically have standard names appended such as “left”,”right”,”up”,”down”
etc.
2. Single Panorama images in either High Dynamic Range (HDR) format or regular image
formats. These will be automatically converted by LightUp.
The orientation of the backdrop can be realtime adjusted in TourTool by using ctrl+drag
(Macintosh: alt+drag) on the backdrop.
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QUERYTOOL FOR MATERIALS
QueryTool can also be used for rigging Revit Materials for lighting and rendering.
Windows: QueryTool alt+click will edit Material properties.
Macintosh: QueryTool apple+click will edit Material properties

Material Name
"

.

On the left side are all the attribute related to how the Material will be treated by LightUp
during lighting and rendering. On the right is controls for making this Material an Area
Emitter.

Always fully lit
Ignore calculated lighting levels and always render at
full brightness. This can be used for geometry that is
“self illuminating” or surfaces that use (photo)textures
that are already lit and don’t need lighting again. NB
This is just a visual effect - the surface does not
actually emit light.
A useful place of this effect is to paint the inside of
downlighter cans with an ‘Always fully lit’ material to ensure an bright, even render with the
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PointLightSource.

Don’t cast shadows

Light will not get blocked by Materials with this attribute. It is useful sometimes to have
geometry that is visible but does not cast shadows.

Low density
For geometry using this Material, reduce the Resolution during lighting - this means the
lighting patches will be larger and therefore quicker to process. A common use is having a
large open area that is needed to add context to the model but does not need as much
Resolution as the central feature.

High density
The opposite of Low Density, this attribute increases the lighting Resolution just for faces
using this Material. Typical use case is not wanting to increase Resolution globally, just
wanting more fidelity on particular geometry.

Additive glow
When rendering geometry with Additive Glow, the geometry lightens whatever is already
there. An example of using this can be seen in this LightUp Essentials video tutorial.
!23
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Shadow catcher
This is special effect material that is transparent apart from shadows cast on it. It is used to
matte in lit geometry with a backdrop. The Jeep stands on a simple face marked as a
“Shadow Catcher” resulting in the backdrop appearing to be shadowed by the vehicle.

Force Masked
LightUp analyzes Materials to determine if they contain transparency. There are 3
categories of Material handled by LightUp:
1. Wholly opaque
2. Masked (either wholly transparent or wholly opaque)
3. Variable translucency.
Masked Materials can be processed more quickly than variable translucent Materials and
suffer less problems with rendering. However, it is common to find textures that look like
they are Masked but on closer inspection with a bitmap zoom contain translucency. You
can force LightUp to treat a translucent texture as masked using this attribute. See this
LightUp Essentials video for more information.
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Emitter
On the right side of the Material Properties dialog, we can mark it as an Area Emitter. This
will make all geometry using this Material emit light. Checking “Emitter” will enable the area
emitter parameters.

Density
Controls the sampling of area emitters. Generally the default of 1.0 will be fine, but if you
have other surfaces close by, you may need to increase the Density to avoid hotspots.
Setting the Density to 0.0 will make LightUp sample your emitter just once at its center. This
can be useful to make fast to process halfspace light sources.

Lux
Power is in units of Lux (lumen/m2). For area emitters, Size Matters! A tiny area light will
have a tiny area and therefore tiny power. The larger the area, the larger the amount of light
energy emitted. Below is the same Material, just changing emitter size.

You can also enter power in candella by appending “cd” to the input value - for example
“150cd” will set an area emitter to have 150 candella output.
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Spread
The default of 90 degrees ensures the area emitter spreads light over a full hemisphere. The
Spread setting is the limit angle from the forward direction of the area emitter, thus 90
degrees either side gives 180 degree coverage.

Kelvin
The color of an area emitter is derived from the Material color. You can override this by
entering a color temperature in Kelvin. For example, 6500 is daylight color, 3000 is a
sunrise color.
It is easy to mark a Material as an Area Emitter that is also used widely elsewhere
in your model resulting in unexpected slower lighting times.
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Bounce Light
Marking a material as “Bounce Light” makes it act as a Diﬀuse Reflector with light falling
on any surface using this material being re-radiated into the model. Diffuse reflection is the
basis for Radiosity solutions that are used in high-end raytracers to create realistic still
images. The practical effect is to give believable secondary lighting effects in your model.
The example room below has 8 downlighters and a light wood floor.
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Just using Direct lighting (with no AO), we get a result like shown below which without AO
has an almost complete dark ceiling because there is no direct light falling on it.:

Enabling “Bounce Light” for the wood floor and small patch of red material produces the
image below. You can see the lit floor is re-radiating the light to illuminate the ceiling and
walls. The patch of red material demonstrates an important element of bounced light: the
light is filtered by the material it bounces off. Here we can see the white light re-radiates
from the red material as red light.

Be aware that this feature adds to lighting times.
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Setting ‘Bounce light’ on a few key areas gives great results with a small increase in lighting
times. Blanket use of this effect will likely just dramatically increase lighting times with little
gain.
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TOURTOOL
This LightUp tool begins the lighting of your model and when complete, automatically starts
the realtime rendering mode of LightUp inside the Revit application.
LightUp uses all the cores of your computer to accelerate the lighting process. You can
interrupt the lighting by pressing Escape and return control to Revit.
When lighting is complete, LightUp opens a window with a realtime lit rendering. You may
need to click in the window to active the realtime rendering.

Controls
Look Around

Left Mouse Down + Drag

Pivot Around

Left Mouse Down + Drag + Ctrl/Alt

Dolly

Left Mouse Down + Drag + Shift

Move

Keyboard Arrow keys

Exit Tour Tool

Escape key or choose another tool

Change Field of View

Right Mouse Down + Drag Up+ Ctrl/Alt

Pan Backdrop

Right Mouse Down + Drag Right+ Ctrl/Alt

Lightmeter reading

Apple/Alt

F5

Edit PointLights

Changing Revit time of day will update the Physical sky and Sun position.
Changing setting in LightUp Preferences->View will be shown in the TourTool rendering.
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Double clicking on a face will popup the Shading Properties dialog for that Material. These
shading properties control how the realtime rendering is performed.

Assign custom
Normalmaps and
Specularmaps here.

Drop-down menu
gives Presets for
sliders for common
material types

Material Name
"
By default a Material is a simple diffuse surface. This dialog allows editing Material
properties to produce a range of shading styles. The sliders allow realtime editing of
parameters and you can also enter values in the text input boxes too if you wish to provide
exact values or need a value larger than can be set using a slider.
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Bump
In order to give render surface details that perturb the reflected lighting - such as the grain of
wood, or mortar between bricks - a Bump map can be applied to the Material. A Bump
map is typically a grayscale image representing the “height” of the surface bumps with black
being low and white being high. This is converted to a Normal map that represents the
perturbing of the surface Normal across the Face.
LightUp automatically creates a Bump map for you from the base texture but you are free to
assign a custom Bump map (or Normal map) using the yellow file selector.
Below are three screenshots with Wood_Floor with bump set at 0.0, 0.8 and 10.0

LightUp currently uses the bumpmap only to perturb reflections and not the diffuse lighting.
However, if you have a rough surface like brick, you can generate an effective look by
1. Set the brick material to have a Fresnel Color of black (0,0,0)
2. Turn up the bumpmap to 10.0 by typing in a value in the text box.
3. Specular reflection set to 0.0
What you get is the Fresnel color blend gets moved around by the bumpmap giving a
surface roughness effect.
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Specular
Different parts of a material surface reflect different amounts of
light. By default LightUp creates a Specular map based on the
base texture but you are free to assign a custom Specular
map using the yellow file selector. Dark areas of the Specular
map reflect nothing, bright areas of the specular map reflect
most. An image such as the one shown will have circular
areas of reflective material surrounded by areas of diffuse, nonreflective material.
The key point is that LightUp is realtime and interactive, so experiment, try things out!
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Fresnel

Fresnel reflection is visible just at ‘glancing angles’. When the viewpoint is perpendicular to
the surface, no reflection is visible. As the viewpoint becomes parallel with the surface, the
amount of reflection increases. The rate at which this effect occurs is controlled by the
Index of Refraction (IOR) of the Material. Fresnel reflections are most common used for
what are know as “de-electric surfaces” which means materials like glass.

Cutoﬀ
A smooth cutoff of reflection contributions is provided with this slider. It allows removing the
darker reflections, leaving just the brightest ones. Its main use is an aesthetic one.

Roughness
The sharpness of the reflections from a surface can be controlled with the Roughness slider.
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Diﬀuse/Fresnel Colors
As with Fresnel reflections, if enabled they work together to tint the Material rendering.
When the viewpoint is perpendicular to the surface, the Diffuse color is used, when parallel
to the surface, the Fresnel color is used. Diffuse/Fresnel colors are sometimes referred to as
0/90 degree colors: Diffuse used at 0 degrees, Fresnel used at 90 degrees. Below the
Fresnel color has been set to bright green so you can see the effect. From above the wood
floor has its natural color. As the viewpoint drops down to the floor, you can see the green
tint coming in.

Texture and Color Animation
The lower two panel of the Material dialog control Texture and Color Animation. This
controls how LightUp animates the UV coordinates of your materials. You can choose the
waveform and how it is applied to the UVs.
Choose “Ramp” as the waveform from the first drop-down
menu and the texture will start ‘flowing’ to the left. Try typing
in a different Angle (in degrees) to alter the direction.
Now drag left and right inside the waveform window to
change the frequency of the waveform and thus the speed of the flowing texture. A
frequency of 2Hz means the texture will scroll its entire width 2 times each second.
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Change Frequency

Drag left and right

Change Amplitude

Drag up and down

Change Phase

Shift + Drag left and right

Change Baseline

Shift + Drag up and down

Now choose the “Sine” waveform from the drop-down menu for a different effect.
The second drop-down menu allows control of what aspect of the UV coordinates is
effected. It defaults to Translate, but you can choose Scale or Rotate. Combining
waveforms and different transforms can produces many effects.
The last control to mention is “Steps”. Normally the waveforms are smooth functions that
vary over time, so choosing a Ramp waveform + Translation causes the texture to flow
smoothly. However sometimes it is useful to have the animation move in distinct steps. A
good use of Steps is applying a texture that consists of 8 images side by side that form a
short ‘movie loop’. You want the texture to jump from frame to frame not slide smoothly
between them. By choosing a Ramp waveform, Translation and setting Steps=8 you can
achieve this.
The second panel is Color Animation.. This works in a very similar way to Texture Animation
described above. To get started, from Tourtool mode double click on a material and choose
a “Square” wave from the drop-down menu. This will make the material flash on and off at
1 time a second (1Hz).
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REFLECTIONS
Planar Reflections
One of the powerful features of LightUp is realtime reflections. The add great realism to your
realtime rendering, however as the saying goes, with great power.. comes great
responsibility! Well, perhaps not great but some..
Before we start into setting up reflective materials, lets quickly review:
When you set a Material to be reflective, the rendering needs to show not just the effect of
light falling on the surface, but also the light reflected from other surfaces in your model too.
To achieve this, we have to calculate what could be seen if you were at the surface looking
out - and we have to do this for every pixel on the display. This requires millions of
calculations.
If this was not realtime navigation, you can take hours to calculate these reflections like
traditional Raytracers do. However, LightUp has just 1/30 of a second (33 milliseconds) to
calculate the reflections; so to make things fast, it treats reflections on some surfaces
differently to others.
The simplest reflective material in LightUp is "Planar Reflections". These are reflections
calculated in realtime, by GPU raytracing and are exact. However, they are limited to totally
flat surfaces - Planar surfaces. If your Revit Material is just used on flat surfaces, and you
edit Shading Properties to have Specular/Fresnel, LightUp will use this technique.

Irradiance Cache Reflections
The second technique LightUp offers involves placing in your model, a special Revit
Component called an "Irradiance Cache" ("IrrCache" for short).
You will find this Component has been automatically added to your model’s Components
collection, so you can open the Components browser and drag one into your model.
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The way it works is to capture all light arriving at that particular point in your model. When a
reflective surfaces needs to determine what it should reflect, it uses the nearest IrrCache to
create the reflections.
This technique is VERY fast, works with curved surfaces too but unlike Planar Reflections,
has some distortion. There is no such thing as a free lunch! The amount of distortion is
relatively small and where you have limited areas of reflections, IrrCache offer reflections at a
fraction of the GPU cost incurred by Planar reflections. A rule of thumb is if you have a large
flat ground area, large area of glazing etc, Planar reflections are your best choice. If you
have single objects that need reflections - the chrome fittings on a chair or car, IrrCache is a
better choice.
IrrCache captures the light arriving at its position in your model. As you move away from this
location, the reflections the IrrCache can generate get more distorted, so using an IrrCache
placed at the other end of your model may result in unexpected reflections, so you'll want to
place IrrCache around your model nearby to where they will be used.
LightUp searches your model for the nearest IrrCache to use. If it can find no IrrCache, it will
use the Skybox you have set for your model. Using the nearest IrrCache is fine, but often
times you want to limit the use of an IrrCache to just 1 object, not to anything nearby.
LightUp handles this by applying an IrrCache only to geometry at the same or greater
depth in your model hierarchy.
Placing an IrrCache involves positioning it nearby the object that will use the reflections and
Grouping the IrrCache AND the object together to bind the IrrCache just to that object.
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CAPTURE AND POST EFFECTS
LightUp gives you realtime Post Processing Effects built right inside Revit. Using the dialog
shown below, you can try out different looks and effects instantly. LightUp Schemes can
be used to store different setups and instant switching between them. The current Scheme
in operation is shown in the top drop down menu.

All the sliders will effect the image in realtime as you watch, so you can play around with
settings until you get the look you want. Schemes allow you to save multiple setups ahead
of time.
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A raw realtime render of a simple sunlit room in TourTool we will be using:

"

Below shows the effect of different sliders on the original image:
Temperature
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Exposure

Saturation
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Bloom

Depth of Field

Vignette

Gamma
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EXPORTING STILLS AND MOVIES

One of the great features of LightUp is the ability to export very high resolution Still and
Movies of your model almost instantly. This allows you to try out different viewpoints, field of
view and Post processing effects in seconds.

Cropping Markers
Your Revit window can be reshaped to any aspect
ratio, but if you are outputting in a standard format,
it will have a known aspect ratio to which the
LightUp rendering will be cropped. LightUp has a
handy tool built-in that shows what will be cropped
for the current view which you can find in LightUp
Preferences->Viewing. The drop-down has a number of standard formats you can choose
and shows the cropped region as a darkened area. Here we’ve chosen “Standard
Definition” video format which has a 4 : 3 aspect and we can easily see that the left and
right areas that will not appear in our movie recording. LightUp Stills are so quick to
produce you will mostly be taking a shot and instantly see whether you’ve got what you
expected. Movie recording takes a little longer, so these cropping markers are invaluable.

Stills
Choose the image resolution using the drop-down menu, then choose from the options:
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With Depthmap
LightUp will also export another image (with “_depth” appended to the filename) as a
floating point TIFF format image that has depth information per pixel that can be used
for further post processing in other applications such as Adobe Photoshop.

With Alpha
Normal Still output does not contain the Alpha mask information for your rendering.
Checking this will tell LightUp to also output another image (with “_alpha” appended to
the filename) as a TIFF format image that has alpha information per pixel that can be
used for further post processing in other applications such as Adobe Photoshop.
Adjust any viewpoints and/or post processing you want, and click on the “Still..” button to
choose a filename to save your image(s).

Movies
Choose the movie resolution using the drop-down menu, the choose from the options:

Motion blur
LightUp performs a dynamic “temporal anti-aliasing” process during movie recording
to ensure fast moving parts of the model relative to the camera are smoothed. We use
a sum of absolute difference to determine motion and temporally oversample 32 times.

Letterbox
Regardless of movie aspect ration, force a 16:9 aspect ratio by blanking out top and
bottom of the movie.

Image Sequence
Rather than save the movie in a AVI container, output a numbered sequence of gages.
This is useful for importing into other video packages that do not accept AVI
containers.

Trigger Anim
When movie recording begins, automatically start any Scene animation.

Loop Anim
By default Scene animation loops forever. You unset this to ensure that your Scene
animation plays through once only and automatically stops your movie recording.
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Clicking on the “Movie..” button will prompt for a filename to save the output and
commence recording. A red flashing symbol “REC ” will appear in the top-left corner during
recording. Any animation from your Scene transitions, or navigation using the mouse and
keyboard are being recorded. When you wish to finish the recording, press <return> on
the keyboard and LightUp will encode your movie into the AVI filename you chose.
Exiting TourTool mode by pressing Escape or choosing another Revit tool will abort
movie recording.

Cubic
The last class of image outputs LightUp can generate are Cubic / Skybox image sets and
Panoramas. The resolution of the output is set in the menu:
Tools->LightUp->Settings->Cubemap Resolution.
The drop-down menu chooses the format of the output: skybox with common naming, a
single strip or 360 Panoramas.
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EXPORTING MODELS

Export Lighting
Your lit model can be exported in a number of ways from LightUp. In the “Export Lighting”
section, you can export as a File (Autodesk FBX, or Collada DAE) that can imported into
other packages such as 3dsMax or Unity with all your lightmaps.

Swap Y & Z
Revit orients the modelling axes with the Z axis being vertically “up”. Many other
modelling packages expect the Y axis to be vertically “up”. This option performs this
flip automatically on the entire model.

NormalMaps
Those surfaces that you have applied reflections on will have normalmaps that either
have been auto-generated by LightUp or assigned by you. These will be exported
along with the model and textures.

Lighting only
Normally, LightUp exports a multi-layer Material that combines base texture and
lightmaps generated by LightUp. You can export your lit model with just lighting in a
single layer.

Cubemaps
IrrCache are the source of local reflections and can be exported as a set of cubemap
faces ready to be imported into another package. The cubemaps are named using
the coordinates of the IrrCache.
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Single Layer
LightUp can combine the base texture and lightmaps into a single texture. There are a
number of advantages to doing this, including being faster to render on mobile devices
and being more widely importable.
The resolution of the single layer textures LightUp creates are based on the Lightmaps,
not the base texture. This means the base texture will typically be downsampled to
the resolution of the lightmaps. See the section on “Dynamic Resolution” for further
information.

LightUp Player
You entire LightUp Tourtool setup can be exported into a single file that can be shared and
played by others without requiring Revit or LightUp. The file has the extension”.luca” and
contains your lit model and all LightUp settings, the Scenes, any Dynamic Components and
Section Planes all of which can played and animated using the LightUp Player, LightUp
WebPlayer and iPad player.

Autoplay
Should the Scene animation be triggered to begin when loading the luca file.

In Animation
Should the luca file export include Scenes that have been marked in Revit as being
excluded from animation.
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TUTORIALS
Interior Lighting
In this tutorial we’ll go through step by step lighting a simple sunlit room.

Using the default settings of LightUp of ‘Use Sun’ and no AO, we can start Tourtool to
produce the following result:
We have sunlight coming through the windows but it is quite dark. We can mark the floor

material (“Wood_Floor_Light”) as a diffuse reflector using QueryTool.
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Start Tourtool again to see the changes this makes.

We have some pleasing bounced light now but its still too dark, so we’ll bring in some
Ambient Occlusion to fill out the darker regions of the model.

Open up the LightUp Preferences dialog and set the “Combine with AO” drop-down to
“Screen”.
Run TourTool again with the new settings.
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The result is improved and we can see into the whole
room but the color tone is wrong - its got a blue tint. The
reason is the AO is using the default Bright RGB / Dark
RGB colors which are set to a daylight color of pale blue
(6504k). For an interior rendering using AO, it is better to use
a neutral black & white blend.

Edit the Bright RGB to be white by clicking
on the pale blue color sampler and typing in
an absolute RGB color of “1,1,1”.

1,1,1

Do the same for the Dark RGB color and
type in an absolute color of “0,0,0”.
Now start TourTool again and you should
produce the image below after a few
seconds
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Now we are going to tighten up the shadows
by increasing Resolution. We’ve been using the default of “4x”, now we will switch to an
absolute value of “5cm”.
OK, we have a problem along the top edge of the ceiling. Sunlight is “leaking in” because
the ceiling is just a single, “infinitely thin” face rather than modelled with thickness. We can
address this in a number of ways.

1. Increase Resolution so we no longer interpolate to the outside of the room.
2. Model with walls that have thickness, not just a simple Revit face for the ceiling.
Here, we will just bump up Resolution to 3cm to hide the problem. A better solution is to
model with thickness.
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"
Just to finish off, we can double-click on the floor and using the drop-down menu of preset
slider settings, choose “Lacquer”
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